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ABSTRACT 

This paper addresses a problem often encountered 
when estimating control points used in visual speech 
synthesis.  First, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) 
are estimated for each viseme present in stored 
video data.  Second, models are generated for each 
triseme (a viseme in context with the previous and 
following visemes) in the training set. Next, a 
decision tree is used to cluster and relate states in the 
HMMs that are similar in a contextual and statistical 
sense. The tree is also used to estimate HMMs for 
any trisemes that are not present in the stored video 
data when control points for such trisemes are 
required for synthesizing the lip motion for a 
sentence. Finally, the HMMs are used to generate 
sequences of visual speech control points for those 
trisemes not occurring in the stored data. 
Comparisons of mouth shapes generated from the 
artificially generated control points and the control 
points estimated from video not used to train the 
HMMs indicate that the process estimated accurate 
control points for the trisemes tested.  This paper 
thus establishes a useful method for synthesizing 
realistic audio-synchronized video facial features. 

INTRODUCTION 
One of the major problems facing visual speech 
synthesis is ensuring that the mouth area moves in a 
realistic fashion according to the text of the spoken 
words.  It is well known that humans use more than 
the auditory input to perceive speech.  For example, 
deaf people can be taught to read lips (i.e., visual 
speech reading). Also, researchers have found that 
people with normal hearing use a visual mode of 
perception to enhance aural perception, especially in 
noisy environments [1,2]. 
The authors of [3] present a system that synthesizes 
video of a human lip-synced to a recorded audio 
track. Bregler and colleagues used 8 minutes of 
training footage for much of their development work 
[3]. In many applications the amount of available 
footage is much less (perhaps less than 3 minutes). 
Obviously, the probability of encountering a desired 
triseme in the training footage decreases as the 
amount of the training footage decreases.  Bregler 
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sentences.  The entire database of 97 sentences 
contains 5 minutes 4 seconds of audio and video. 

Figure 1: Example of video captured for the database. 

Viseme Phoneme(s) Phoneme(s) Viseme 
A /ch/,/jh/,/sh/,zh/ /k/,/g/,/n/,/l/ B 
C /t/,/d/,/s/,/z/ /p/,/b/,/m/ D 
E /f/,/v/ /th/,/dh/ F 
G /w/,/r/ /hh/ H 
I /y/ /ng/ J 
K /eh/ /ey/ L 
M /er/ /uh/ N 
O /aa/ /ao/ P 
Q /aw/ /ay/ R 
S /uw/ /ow/ T 
U /oy/ /iy/ V 
W /ih/ /ae/ X 
Y /ah/ /sil/ Z 

Table 1: Phoneme to viseme groupings. 

The subject was seated approximately 19 inches 
from the camera and the entire head and shoulders 
were captured. Figure 1 illustrates the captured 
view. 

Following the recording, the audio and video were 
separated for further processing. The audio was 
automatically phonetically aligned resulting in 
transcripts containing a list of the phonemes present 
in the audio and their start and stop times. Once we 
had the phonetic transcripts, the phoneme labels 
were converted to the proper viseme class as listed 
in Table 1. 

2.2  Control Point Estimation  

The visual speech control points consisted of one 
each at the outer and inner mouth corners, 7 each on 
the upper and lower outer lip contours, 5 each on the 
upper and lower inner mouth contours, and 1 each 
for the lower edge of the upper teeth and the upper 
edge of the lower teeth respectively for a total of 30 
control points.  When the teeth were obscured by the 
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where Θ is the number of past and future feature 
vectors to include in the computation and 

(2)                       .
2

)(
1

2∑ = θ
=

Θ
θ

iiw

Note that Equation 1 implies reliance on features 
from frames prior to and after the triseme of interest. 
Care should be taken in selecting Θ as a large Θ 
could widen the dynamic window to include a 
previous or future triseme not included in the 
training data.  This situation would require dynamic 
feature calculation using synthetic data as data 
would not exist for frames corresponding to those 
missing trisemes.  To ensure this did not happen Θ = 
1 for this work. 

3. HMM TRAINING AND TRISEME 
SYNTHESIS 

First, three-state left-to-right HMMs are trained for 
each of the 26 visemes using the static and dynamic 
features from a set of 49 training sentences (2.75 
minutes).  Next, these viseme models are cloned to 
form context-dependent viseme models (or triseme 
models) for each triseme occurring in the training 
data.  The state transition matrices are tied for all 
triseme models formed from the same core viseme. 
Given the large number of triseme models and the 
limited amount of training data available for each 
model, one can use common states across models 
reducing the number of overall model parameters 
requiring estimation.  That is, states from multiple 
models can be clustered together into a common 
state essentially increasing the amount of data 
available for estimating that state's parameters.  
While there exist several methods for determining 
how to cluster the states, this research uses a 
decision tree to identify which states should be 
clustered and tied together. 
A visemic decision tree is a binary tree where a yes 
or no question is attached to each node.  Figure 3 
illustrates the concept for questions related to the 
type of phonemes the visemes represent.  Trees are 
built using a top-down sequential optimization 
process.  Initially, all models are placed in a single 
cluster at the root of the tree.  Once the increase in 
log-likelihood resulting from a node split falls below 
a threshold, splitting stops and states remaining at 
each new node are grouped into a single state.  The 
log-likelihood threshold used for results presented 
here was 100.  See [6] for analysis of a threshold of 
20 and other synthesis factors; in particular 
threshold settings do affect the resultant quality of 
the synthetic control points for the trisemes 
analyzed. 
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where M is the number of features per vector (28 
here), T is the number of frames synthesized, and 

 
To make Equation (3) independent of ∆c, we make 
the substitution 
                              (8)                              b-Wcc =∆

where 

with IM as the M × M identity matrix and 

To maximize Equation (3), we assume there exists a 
c* such that the partial derivative of Equation (3) 
with respect to c evaluated at c* yields 0TM×1.  The 
candidate c* for the optimal c is then 
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Figure 4: Lip contours for triseme C-D+X (triphones listed with 
TIMIT sentence ID).  The dotted lines are the originally 
estimated outline and the solid are the synthetic outlines. 

 MSE per Feature (pixels2) 

TIMIT ID Frame 1 Frame 2 

sx286 2.76 2.45 

sx334 1.35 3.01 
sx418 0.47 0.42 
sx423 0.43 1.92 

Table 2: MSE per feature between features estimated from 
HMMs and features from the original video control points for 
triseme C-D+X. 

4.2 Triseme A-O+G 
Figure 5 illustrates four examples (again from 
different sentences) of the triseme A-O+G (triphone 
ch-aa+r).  The mouth is primarily open for all 
frames of this triseme.  Once again, the outlines 
generated from control points estimated from 
HMMs are quite close to those from control points 
estimated from the original video.  Table 3 lists the 
MSE for these examples. 

4.3 Triseme E-W+B  
Finally, Figure 6 shows another set of four examples 
from triseme E-W+B.  Again, the outlines formed 
from control points estimated using HMMs are very 
similar to those from control points estimated 
directly from recorded video.  Table 4 lists the MSE 
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MSE per Feature (pixels2) 

Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 3 

0.29 0.18  
0.64   
0.93 1.12  
0.46 1.41 1.06 

or triseme A-O+G. 

MSE per Feature (pixels2) 

Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 3 

1.19 1.90 4.41 
0.30 0.78  
0.66 0.83 0.38 
0.44   

eature for triseme E-W+B. 
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Figure 5: Lip contours for triseme A-O+G (triphone 

Figure 6: Lip contours for triseme E-W+B.
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